
Geophysics - Seismology
and Microcomputers

The volume and type of data generated during geophysical
surveys has increased greatly during the last twenty years. On
the other hand, the recent performance improvements and
price reductions of field and office computers, combined with

INTRODUCTION

Since the introduction and rapid growth of the
microcomputer industry in the mid 1970's, the
geophysical industry has been quick to make use of
this technology, as microprocessing capabil ity built
into exploration geophysical equipment, and more
recently, as small stand-alone microcomputer sy-
stems which can be used for interpretation in the
office or in the field.

In the field, microcomputers (Fig.1), are used to
record and store survey data, on either cassette or
solid state data loggers, depending on the hardware
used. Once entered, f ield data can be manipulated to
give a hard copy output either as listings or as
profi les. Depending on the type of survey, the field
computers are also used to carry out the necessary
calculations and corrections. to reduce the raw field
data to their f inal format.

As an interpretation aid, the microcomputer is
used to model the geophysical results in terms of
geological models to provide quantitative values to
the anomaly parameters. In most of the cases, all the
modell ing and interpretation routines developed are
interactive programs which allow the geophysicist
maximum input to all phases of the computer
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the increasing ability of geophysicists to acquire or create
software for processing and interpreting ground geophysical
data have increased the cost efficiency of handling these data
in an automated maner.

manipulation. Thus, constraints based on the geolo-
gic knowledge can be input to the computer aided
geophysical interpretation.

Some of the techniques developed in other fields
and in particular communication theory may be
adopted to operations with geophysical measure-
ments. The major developments in the theory of
signal analysis and processing which acompany the
recent rapid growth in electronic methods of commu-
nication are enhanced by the enormous increase in
digital computing facil i t ies. On the other hand
recent availabil ity of microprocessors and solid state
memory permits the design of instrumentation to
collect data efficiently and in a manner entirely
compatible with the computer hardware and software
which wil l later be used in their treatment.

The application of microcomputers in geophysical
prospecting are so many and so extremely deverse
that presenting a review paper on the subject is
diff icult. It is certainly impossible to make an
exhausting survev of such a subject. The following
remarks are therefore confined to a discussion of the
basics of processing different kinds of geophysical
measurements by microcomputers, and are followed
with a few characteristic applications with which the
authors have had some personal experience.

More specific details about the application of70. Athens. Greece
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F IELD DATA COLLEETOR DESKTOP COMPUTER

FIGURE l: Field data collectian ,siysietn t+'ttlt tape recordtr and persr.tnal computer.

microcomputers in various specialized geophysical
applicatioris wil l be given in a series of papers which
wi l l  fo l low the present  in t roductory one.

CERTAIN ASPECTS AtsOUT TI{E
PROCESSING OF GEOPH YSICAL
MEASUREMENTS B Y M ICR OC]O\,{PU'f EI{.S

1. (]s1tph)/sical signal sampli,tg and reconstruction

A microcomputer has to work with discrcte values
or numbers, rather than with continuous geophvsic,al
signals. Whenever a continuous signal is t<-r t-. i:
represented by a set of samples, a nurrrber of
important considerations must be taken into account.
These involve the precission with wich the signal
should be sampled and how often the samples should
be taken. If the sampling rate is too low, useful
information wil l be lost, and if i t is too high, an
unnecessarilv large number of samples wil l have to be
stored or processed.

The minimal sampling rate for adequate digital
representation of a continuous signal is formally
specified in the so called "sampling theorem" which
states that the sampling frequency must be at least
twice that of the highest frequency which is desired to
be maintained in the sampled digit ized signal. A very
important implication of the sampling theorem is that
not only frequencies higher than the l imit imposed by
the sampling rate wil l be lost, but they wil lproduce a
false signal which wil l appear as a much lower
frequency. This effect is described as all iasing (Lynch
1973 ) .

2. Digital filtering of Geophysical data

The processes of smoothing, differentiating, inte-
grating and removing noise from geophysical measu-
rements are very common options. Often such
processes are l inear transformations on the data and
here is where the great impgrtance of digitat f i l ters
comes, since a digital f i l ter is a l inear combination of
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the input data, and possibll '  the output data, and
inciudes many of the operations that are performed
when processing a geophvsical signal.

In rnost of the cases a geophlsical signal may be
il iefi irecl as the sum of a great number of individual
componcnts, each being the result of an impulse
gcneraicd Lry some formation condition. Factors
wlrici 'r r. l lslort the geophy'sical ideal signal, such as
rariiJorn impulsss, cquipment and environmental
noisc, ttrrnt;rt icr f l ir i i- i :. rt, ' l .  rvi l l  each have their
pirrt iculi l t rffci"rl t i t l  i l t i '  i  L:iru: r:r 

-i ' l  
;r l" ' i .:r l l i I : f xtent,

the c ' f fcct  t i i  " , . ru i r  i r i . i , f  i .L  t je i . r ; t i r i r r i i {  i i i t i . i  lc t } i , i i i r ia{ l
a t ld  wf  n:ust  . io  t i t i : ;  t ; roecssrng in Ord, ; t  tu  ! - i I iL i r t -

s tand whar thc-  rccor t l ing s igrr : t i  rcveels abo* i  thr :
underlying phenomena that gave rise t(! the obsen'a-
t ions;  d ig i ta l  f i l ters are the muln processing tools .

Since the recorcled analoguc geoph,vsical signal can
be represented by a number oi equally spaced
samples P,  of  somc propert ) '  P(x,y ,z)  i t  is  these
quantisized samples that are available for the proces-

sing that we do. Suppose that the sequence of
numbers Pn is such a set of equallv spaced measure-
ments of some geophysical property P(x,y,z). If the
parameter Yn is computed by the formula

- €
Y, :  >c rpn - r * I duy , - *  ( 1 )

k : 1  k = 1
then this formula defines a digital frlter. Various
special cases of the above formula occur frequently
and correspond to a great varietv of digital f i l ters,
(Hamming )977,  Davis 1973.  Kulhanek 1979).

In the case were all the coefficients d1 of the y,-1
terms are zero the fi l ter is called nonrecursive;
otherwise it is a rectirsivc fi i te r. A familiar example
of a nonrecursive fi l ter is the wrdelv used m-terms
smoothing average ii l ter

m

Y" :  (  )  P ' ) l ' (.2)
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On the other hand, an example of a rscursir,e fi l ter is
the trapezoid formula tbr nurnerical rntegrarron

Y . + r : Y "  n + ( P , ,  +  P ^ * i )  ( l )

From the above it can be seen that a digitel f i l te r is
verv easy to be programed in a micrclcomputcr. A
detailed discussion of the various geophysical and
seismolosical applications of disital f i l tering wii i bu
given in some of the tollorving papcrs, sincc ir is out
of the scope of the present work.

lvlAGl*iETiCS

Mauneti.: surveving is carrict ' i  i .rur using nlterupru-
cessor controlle d portaiir lc i ici i l  lnagnclomi:tcrs
which store the magn*tic f ield data. thc l inc numbcr,
lnd thc autonlatically updated stitt ion numtrcr in i i
solir j st;rte nremL'ry. as well as i i t i inins i levice which
rtcords thc tinic uf the reading:;.

l 'hesc i l1"!grtctcrncter,s [3u" cairacitr. cqual to I tuli
de3"'s work. The survey is run with a microproct:;scr
controlled base station rL-corder rvhich rt":corcls the
magnetic f ieid dera and the time ol reri l ins i ir pr.,sct
intervals throughout the day. Softwarc built into the
base station recorder had the capabiity to reduce rhe
field data to a pre-set datum. ancl to correct f'or
diurnal variations.

To correct the field data from one day's sun,eying
takes approximately 10-15 minutes. The corrected
data is generally output ontO a small portable printer.
It can also be transfered onto a microcomputer
through a serial RS232 interface and stored on
magnetic cassete tape. This can be programmed to
give profi le plots. and a dara l isting with the magne tic
values spaced along the printer output to the survdy
scaie. A map can therefore be constructed with no
manual plotting, such that f ield contouring of the
magnetic data can be done easily and interpretation
can keep pace with the data acquisit ion.

The abil ity to store data on cassettes or data
loggers allows for interpretation of the data using
pre-written routines for modell ing of anomalous
features and trends. From the modell ing, depth and
susceptibil i ty values can be calculated on a daily
routine basis.

Upon return from the field, the data stored on the
cassettes can be transfered from the field microco-
mputer onto a large mainfraim system for further
data processing and final presentation. The storing of
the data on magnetic tape or disc, facil i tates easy
retrival of the data, allowing large scale data proces-
sing such as fi l tering, spectral analysis (Fig. 2a,b,c)
and reduction to pole to be completed quicly and cost
effectively. Magnetic susceptibil i ty maps can also be
produced, and is a very useful presentation as an aid
to geologic maps.

OPYKTOI NNOYTO: 3611985
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FIGURE 2: a. Low ,ori yrUrrrrg of the masneilc
field.
b. General geomagnetic field represented by a second
degree polynomial.

c. Lctcal geomagnetic field calculated from the diffe-
rence between (a) and (b)
(Data from Thanasoulas 1983, the processing was
performed with a Commodore-pet, 8bit, 64K micro-
computer)
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GRAVITY

Gravity surveys are conducted using standard
gravity equipment. The data recording, however, can
be facilitated with a microcomputer or even a
programable calculator such as the HP41-CV or the
TI-59 equiped with a detachable memory module.

An input routine prompts and requires that at each
gravity station, the reading, line number, station
number, time, instrument height, and tidal correc-
tion to be keyed in by the operator and stored.

Subsequently, the data can be dumped onto a
cassette tape for storage. A program already stored
into the computers memory can accept the stored
station information as input and computes automati-
cally the relevant gravity corrections. The corrected

o . 4 1

1.1 8

data is then also stored on cassette tape, and a
printout of data listings and/or a profile plot of the
data can be produced ' in minutes, allowing the
geophysicist to try a great number of Bouguer
densities.

In addition to the standard 2D and 3D modell ing
we can easily make composite gravity profiling from
sectional geological models. The composite models
can be composed of a great number of individual
units with different densities (Fig.3), which depict
different geologic units. The model can be changed
until a satisfactory fit s found. This system of
modelling is considered to be rather more effective
than simple modell ing of individual anomalies since
the sectional profiling will obviously more accurately
represent the geologic environment.
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FIGURE 3: Measured and microcomputer modelled Bouguer gravity anomalies across a fault in
SW-England. The 400m downthrow was confirmed by other geophysical methods as well. (Data from
Tselentis 1979, the processing was performed with a New-Brain, 8bit, 32K microcomputer)
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ELECTROMAGNETIC

For electromagnetic surveys, such as VLF, horizo-
ntal loop, transient EM, a significant amount of time
is required to manually post and plot data. Although
small, portable plotter / printers can handle only a
limited number of profiles, several sets of profiles can
be spliced together (Fig. 4a,b) to form a good quality
drafted map which is ready for reproduction on
completion of the project.

There are many routines which can be used in the
field to manipulate data such as Fraser Filter for
VLF, topographic corrections for horizontal loops.
For a large data volume survey such as time domain
electromagnetics, several new receiving units are
microcomputer controlled. The survey data is stored
on a digital cassette tape and the complete decay

b

FIGURE 4: a. Dip-angle data in the vicinity of a
mine. The arrow defines the VLF-EM primary field
direction.
b. Filtered data computed from the map of Fig. 4a.
(Data were taken from Fraser 1969 and reprocessed
with a New-Brain microcomputer)
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curve along with the relevant header information is

recorded. Retrieval of the data can be via tape reader
and printer. The output data can be dumped via
standard ports to a small portable microcomputer.
Software developed for the field computers can
present the data as profi les, or normal decay curves.
For time domain soundings, an inverse programme
can be used to give resistivity values at each channel.
These resistivity values can be presented as a
pseudosection and contoured.

INDUCED POLARIZATION

When using a microprocessor - controlled recor-
ding system IP data is stored either in cassette format
or in solid state memory. Where possible, therefore,
the receiving system can be interfaced directly with a
small computer using standard RS232 entry ports.

Software development allows the computer to
calculate the apparent resistivity and this along with a
polarizabil ity value is output as normal pseudosec-
tions. The advantage of having large volume survey
data, such as IP, digitally stored is that many
different aspects of the data not normally considered
due to time constraints can be viewed for example,
fi l tering of pseudosections or plotting ratios of
chargeabil ity channels (Fig.5). This presentation can
be useful in assessing rate of decay and can give a
qualitative feel for the polarizabil ity of the geology.

Additionally, when using the newer units. often
phase and amplitude data are automatically collected

FIGURE 5: Chargeability map plotted by a New-
Brain microcomputer and a Graphtec portable plot-
ter.

and available along with the time domain chargeabil i-
ty values. This data is often not inspected and
considered manually, due to the shear volume
information. Computer handling of the data has
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largely eliminated the time required to reduce the
data to useable format and the geophysicist can now
include this data for interpretation on a routine basis.
Modell ing of IP data include inverse modell ing of IP
pseudoseciions and modell ing topography and thus
correct for topographic noise.

RESISTIVITY IViETHODS

The purpose of resistivity methods is to investigate
the change of the formation resistivity with dcpth. To
attain this, it is necessary to arrange the nreasure-
ments in such a manner that, at different measure-
ments, the value of the rrreasurcd potcntial rt if i-e rr:ncc
is  af fectcr , l  by the format ion res is t iv i tv  at  d i f fcr ing
depth ranges.

The techl iquc of  the in ierprcrat i r - rn of  rcs is t iv i tv

sounding measurements has passed through a phase
of stormy development (Koefbed 1979), during the
past decade. In particular the introduction of the
application of the l inear fi l ter method (Gosh 1970) to
resistivity sounding inte rpretation has made the
computations that are essential to an exhaustive
interpretation of the measurements amenable tcr
execution at a reasonable low cost. This, together
with the introduction of microcomputers have crt-
mpletely changed the face of resistivity snunding
interpretation. Formerly, most of the interprctirt ion
was done by irpproximate methods, and only large
organizat ions could a l ' ford an ex lc t  in terprctat idn.
At  pr t rsc i t i .  i rn  exrrct  (F ig.6) ,  inrcr i t re tat ion of  the
cl ; r tu  is  wi th i r i  th i :  s l - ( rpc i i f  cverv user  of  lcs is t iv i ty
t r rc thueis i t  l ic  has in  h is  posi t io i r  a  ch. .a1t  i l i ic roco-
l 1 1 f ) U I u l .

m i c r o c o m p u t e r

m o d e l s

FIGURE 6'. Microcomputer interpretation of an apparent resistivitlt curve.
(Data from Thanasoulas 1983, the processing h'us performed with a Cctmmodore-Pet microcomputer)

I
I
)

SHALLOW SEISMICS

Conventional shallow seismic work l ike rcfraction.
reflection, crosshole or special shearwave "u. 

'.,,, inE

aim to determine the spatial distribution of seismic
wave velocities in the subsurface and relate them to
such geologic and petrophysical parameters such as
rock type, porosity, weathering, jointing water satu-
ration and elasticity.

Shallow seismic wcrk calls for considerable flexibi-
I ity and relial; i l i tv when-choosing recording pararrre-
ters. The recent use of microcomputers has opened
new fields of interpretation, which calls for both
accurate digital signal records, and accurate records
of the operational parameters used.

A trully portable system must have, not only

26

eppropriate digital recording facil i t ies. but also
means for checking and interpretation of the tape
records, preferable in the same unit. A solution to
this has been made with the recent introduction of
microprocessor systems for f ield operation using a
menu based monitoring program. By the use of a
menu slrstem for operation control, selection of
instrument setups for different seismic applications
are extremely fast. These instrument set-ups includes
different geophone and shot la., 'outs, f ield notes as
wcll a-c the digitai signal conil i l ions fbr 24 amplif iers.
and their data sampling and stacking. All sets of
parameters are stored in a continuous memory unit
for retrieval or change by the operator even if the
unit has been switched off.

There are numerous interpretation methods. ran-

OPYKTO: NAOYTOI 3611985



ging from very simple in basic assumptions and ease
of use to the complex, and most of these have been
incorporated into computer programs. Recently the
new introduced generalized reciprocal method
(GRM) has proved to have many advantages compa-
red with the previously published ones (Palmer

1979). This method is ideally suited to processing by
digital computer (Fig. 7a,b) and the processing

routine used with GRM offers significant advantages
in the management of  t ime,  costs,  and expert ise.

REGIONAL SEISMICITY

The recent introduction of powerful portable

computers, permits various analytical methods to be

widely applied both to "wave" and "source seismolo-
gical" problems. Either aiming to estimate the error
involved in the measurements as in the case of
hypocentral determination or treating with stochastic
phenomena such as earthquake sequences.

More'than that, the on site statistical approach of

seismological data by microcomputers gives the

opportunity to correlate the observed tectonic featu-

res of a given region with seismological data and

connect in this way cause and effect parameters of

seismic activity.
Microcomputer graphics have much te'i offer in
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FIGURE 7: u. Refraction travel time curves.
b. Time sections derived from data shown in Fig. 7a using the GRM method"
(Data from Palmer 1979)
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BLOCK EARTHOUAKESI.'ICROEARTHOUAKES

assisting seismologists to interprete their data, not
only as a labour saving drafting tool to prepare
traditional graphics but also as a path to new graphic
displays (Fig.8). Hystograms, spatial and depth
distribution'of earthquakes, cumulative frequency
plots etc. can be produced in a matter of minutes.

MICROTERMORS

Microtremors are the ground vibrations with ampli-
tude about 0. 1-2 micron which are caused by the
activity of artificial distrubances, i.e. traffic, machi-
nes, wind, etc. It has been found (Kanaf and Tanaka
196I), that the period distribution of microtremor
depends upon the characteristic nature of the
underground.

The recent advantage of microprocessor technolo-
gy has now, come to a point where the on site
processing of microtremor data can be performed on
a routine basis. Observations are usually made by use
of two horizontal short period seismometers and a
horizontal long period one. From the amplif ier the
signals of the microtremors observed are fed through
an analogue / digital converter to a microcomputer
for spectral analysis. The results of analysis are
expressed in power spectra to obtain the appropriate
information on frequency characteristics of microtre-
mors. Furthermore, theoretical spectra can be calcu-
late<1 by the microcomputer for comparison with the
trbserved ones, Fig.9.

wave form
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FIGURE 8: Geoparameter earthquake, microear-
thquake and Landsat lineaments togs for Epirus.
Each data point corresponds to the total number of
earthquakes, microearthquakqs and total length of
lineaments of a particular 0.1"x0.1" square of the
area. The processing was performed with a New-Brain
microcomputer. (Data from King et al 1983 and
Macropoulos et al 1985)

Microcomputers have tremendous applications in
field seismological studies, particularly in bridging
the gap between field and office. Even for the case
that the microcomputer used is not suitable for
treating very large data sets or performing very
complicated analytical calculations it can be used as a
terminal and be connected to a main frame computer
via telephone line.
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FIGURE 9: Example of microtremor's analysis re-
sults. (Data from Drakopoulos et al 1978, reprocessed
with a New-Brain microcomputer)
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APPLICATION EXAMPLE

On site processing of resistivity logs by a
microcomputer for the location of fissure zones in an
aquifer

The use of electrical resistivity well logs is now an
almost universal adjunct to standard groundwater
drilling practice. It is clear that if electrical well logs
can be used for the evaluation of the hydraulic
characteristics of an aquifer, they will provide a
valuable tool to supplement cheaply information
obtained by more laborious and expensive pumping
tests.

The authors found that in certain cases the direct
evaluation of the formation's geoelectric parameters
can provide an indication of the aquifer's hydraulic
properties. In the following example the process
followed for the automatic evaluation of a new useful
log, known as T-L (Transerve - Longitudinal), log
from normal resistivity logs will be illustrated (Tsele-
ntis 1983, 1985 a,b).

It is known that a resistivity log could be interpre-
ted in terms of a series of beds, each having a specific
thickness and resistivity, thus it would be relatively
easy to compute transverse and longitudinal ,resistivi-
ty values for any specific section H; of the formation
encountered by using the following equations

P , . : I ( h i .  P i ) / H
l =  I

,': > (hi/Pi)iH
i = 1

where h; is the thickness of layer i and Pi
resistivity.

The procedure used here is based on the fact that
the sums involved in equations (4) and (5) were not
ordered, thus if there are several beds with the same
resistivity they could be replaced by a single bed
having the same resistivity, and thickness equal to the
sum of the thicknesses of the single beds. By
sampling a specific secton H, of the log, randomly
one can estimate the equivalent portion of the section
having any particular resistivity, and from this
construct a resistivity frequency distribution, with a
density function N(p). The transverse and longitudi-
nal resistivities may now be computed as follows:

(6)

(7)

A computer algorithm was designed to perform all
the above operations and Fig.10 shows diagramati-
cally the way in which the data were manipulated.

It is very important when processing data by a
microcomputer to find the optimum way in which
these programs can be combined for a fast and
effective evaluation of the desired geophysical para-
meters. A critical factor during this process is the
general memory structure of the microcomputer
(memory map) which is used, since the operator has
to define which parts of the memory will contain the
data, the programs and the intermediate and final
results.

UNTTS OF RESISTTVITY

ZONNED I,OG
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FIGURE l0: Graphical representation of data proces-
sing.

Fig.11 is a representation of the operations follo-
wed during the processing of the log data in the
present example. By refering to this figure it is seen
that the data from the digitized logs, kept in memory
locations D1.2.. can either be used directly with the
programs kept in memory locations Pt,2..., or in the
case that filtering is necessary pass through a filtering
process. For example suppose that Locl is a normal
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FIGURE .ll: Operation of the sofrware package.

16" resistivity iog. The data can either be filtered
with the help of program "FILTER" or pass directly
through a zonation process performed by program
'ZONE'. Next program "CORRECT" could be used to
compensate for changes of the fluid conductivity.
The data are then ready for the evaluation of the
geoelectric parameters of the formation through a
process (see Fig.10), performed by program "FoRM".
Obviously the data from all the intermediate stages
could be storred in memory locations Rr.2..., or send
to an output device such as magnetic tape, disk,
printer or plotter.

Fig.l2 shows the results obtained after applying
the above procedure to a 16" normal resistivity log
from a well in a fractured Chalk aquifer in sr
England. It is obvious that the difference between
transverse and longitudinal resistivities tends to
decrease versus depth and this is shown more clearly
when a regression line has been fitted through the
data. This result was well in agreement with the well
known fact from other wells in the area that the
degree of fissuring of the aquifer was decreasing with
depth. A heat puls flowmeter (Tselentis 1984), run in
this particular well confirmed the concentration of
fissure zones in the top 80 meters.

Fig.13 representes the T-L log derived by the
above process, for another well in the same area. The
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FIGURE 12: Calculated difference between Transver-
se and Longitudinal resistivity vs-depth for a fissured
Chalk aquifer in SE-England.
(Data from Tselentis 1985, the processing was perfor-
med with an Acorn-Atom. 8bit. l6K microcomputer)

obtained T-L log suggests that there is a change in the
geoelectric properties of the formation at the depth
of fifty and eighty meters. Since the formation is
homogeneous (Chalk), one would suspect the exi-
stence of fissure zones at the above levels. A
differential temperature log run in the same borehole
confirmed the existence of a fissure zone at the depth
of fifty meters and a similar feature was recctrded at
the depth of seventy six meters. The caliper log on
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the other hand confirmed the existence of the fissure
zones suggested by the T-L log and a number of some
other borehole enlargements.

The processing of the data was caried on site, using
an ACoRN AToM (8-bit, 16K) microcomputer which
was connected to the logging unit via an Analogue /
Digital interface. All the necessary for the processing
programs were kept on EPRoM (Erassable Programa-
ble Read Only Memory) modules.

CONCLUSIONS

As microcomputers have come into common use,
geophysicists are taking much more of an interest in

FIGURE 13: Caliper, differe-
ntial temperature and T-L log
for a fissured Chalk aquifer in
SE England.
(Data from Tselentis 1985, the
processing was performed
with an Acorn-Atom. 8bit.
l6K microcomputer)

the computer processing of their data.
Digital data acquisit ion systems are now being

operated in conjuction with small computers by
geophysicists for interpretation and production of
maps of reduced data during and immediately after

completion of the surveys. Besides the advantage of

fast and accurate data reduction they offer the
possibil iy of applying complicated corrections, corre-
lations and fi l tering processes to the data for l i tt le

added cost.

Numerous examples have been given in the pre-
sent paper but more specific applications will be
given in a series of following papers.
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H nqdoOog otov I6Qo rr)t pr,xqo4lextqovrz4g ,lou

lexiv4oe rprv ?ri1c lq6vrtr 61er qOdoer oe lvcr t6toro o4peio 6me

va errtgirper tqv rcpcyroy{ 904vrirv qop4rirv ptxgotlroloyr.

otrirv pr aneprdplmeE urololrotlxiE 6uvctdtqteg ztrr 1oqr1trx6-
t4ttr pv{pqg.

Aogaldrq percrli torv rolkirv xeg6lopivrrrv elvttt xcl or

oeropol6yor - learguorxoi ot o:roior ldyo tqg qio4E tTE

Doulerrirg ttov elvcr cvclxcopdvor vtr exteloiv iva ptydllo

apl0pd onoloyropdrv xctd, t4v 6rrirpxer,a tqg tqoond0erdg roug

vtr leloqiooov tqv 1p4olp1 oelopoloytxr; - yerrrquorxri nlrlpo-

qoqi<r p6oa wtd rrg ouv{0org tcqapogqorp6veg crnd tov 06qu6o

p*prioerg.

Itqv eplaoic aut{, avcpigowct peprxig eqcqpo165 pr-

xpotiuroloyrotrbv ot4v oulloy{ ,ior filv enelegycoic oeropolo-

yrx'ittt xan yeopuorxrbv petqqoealv.

To rqrbto xeqdltrro eletd[er pcprxd 6trorxri rpo6l{pcta nou
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naqouortilow an xorir. t4v ereleglcoitr yeorguorxdv petgrioeov
pr pr.rposrololrotri, 6rorE 4 mrlvdtrltc 0elyptrtol4rpicg, 4
cnoprixpuvorl rou 0opir6ou x.lr.r. Et4v mrvilerc cvcntirooetcr

4 pt0o6ololia tqE egcqpoyig prxgoorololrotrirv oe lrdOe pitr
o;nd tg yvorotiE leroguorxiE pe060oug xcn rcrqouordlowcr t<r
qrliw,i nlrovextripcrta nou rqoxrirrouv. Ito ttloE xdOc pe06-
6ou urripler rar irtr rcprir0erypc ureleqycoiag pt prxqoorolo-

Tlori.

Tifrog, naqati0ercr iv(r ywrxd ,tcqdo€rTpa €gaepotis p1.
aqotholoyrotorl nou OeiXver tov tg6ro 1g{or1g w6g gogrltori
prxpotnoloyrotrl m4v elclrolri torv u6qcuhxrbv Xcqcxtrlprorl.
xtirv tou uneOrirgoug clr6 4lextpw6g prtgfor6 LOGGING.

Katrir tqv eneleqlcroitr torv Drcgdgorv rcqc6erypdrrorv xgqor-
ponor{0qxtrv or pnpo0rololrotlE NEWBRAIN EBIT, 32K,
coMMoDoRE-PET, EBrT, 64K, ACORN-ATOM, EBrT, 16K.

T I E P I A H q ' H

H eqcrgpol{ ttov prrQotfioloyr.otrirv otqv Ttoquowil xut trlv oeropoloyicr

crnd toug leoguorxorig
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